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With the support of the Cluster Mechatronik & Automati-

on e.V. in Bavaria, Fraunhofer IIS/EAS hosted a Technology 

Day on September 29th, 2015, dedicated to current topics 

relating to the production technology of tomorrow. The 

event, which featured expert talks from members of in-

dustry and applied research, focused on the presentation 

of practical solutions for wireless communication systems 

in industrial automation as well as intelligent data analy-

sis, which can be used for system and status monitoring, 

for instance.

The integration of production with the digital world is constant-

ly opening up new possibilities for companies but also posing 

new challenges for users. This year’s Technology Day held by 

Fraunhofer IIS/EAS in Dresden was therefore dedicated to the 

topic of »Innovation Potential for Production«. This includes 

increased and more reliable use of wireless-networked systems 

in automation as well as the intelligent analysis of ever greater 

quantities of measurement and process data for quality assu-

rance.

The participants of the Technology Day used the opportunity for 

an intensive exchange of ideas with other industry representa-

tives as well as the speakers. The keynote speech of the event, 

which illuminated the current status and future prospects of the 

trending topic of Industry 4.0 from the perspective of Siemens 

AG, was met with great interest. In addition, user and indust-

ry talks as well as an accompanying demonstration of current 
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solutions and technologies offered plenty of food for discussion 

of both focus topics. 

Fraunhofer IIS/EAS in Dresden has worked for years in close 

cooperation with the private sector to develop solutions for 

industrial automation. One focus of the work lies on intelligent 

production, such as for condition monitoring, image sensor 

measurement systems, energy management or industrial wirel-

ess communication.
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CUSTOM-MADE CHIPS FROM EUROPE

Many European industries place especially high require-

ments on the microelectronic components of their products. 

To date, it has often still been possible to meet these requi-

rements with standard semiconductors from global provi-

ders. However, an increasing number of applications call for 

more powerful and more individually customized techno-

logies. In response, the project »THINGS2DO« is focused 

on the development of a virtual German design center for 

so-called FD-SOI components. In this area, Fraunhofer IIS/

EAS develops methods for the reuse of analog circuit blocks 

and verifies these on the basis of demonstrators.

The global demand for high-performance, energy-efficient and 

yet inexpensive chips has been the driving factor in microelectro-

nics even before the rise of the Internet of Things. New functions 

such as autonomous driving, highly automated industrial produc-

tion or new mobile consumer solutions require a large number 

of custom-made components.

The European research project THINGS2DO now aims to create 

a virtual design center for the realization of these semiconductor 

components in Europe, which will allow small and medium-sized 

enterprises as well as industry and research to assemble, integra-

te and manufacture on-chip circuit components on demand. The 

project is funded with roughly six million euros over four years by 

the German Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) within 

the framework of the European initiative ENIAC, which is also 

supported by the European Commission.

With the research work carried out in THINGS2DO, the project 

partners are responding to the changing needs of the modern 

industrial society. Early exchanges between the areas of circuit 

design and application establish a unique value creation chain 

for the development and design of circuits for FD-SOI (Fully 

Depleted Silicon on Insulator) technology, which can be custo-

mized for the application-specific requirements in automotive 

electronics, aerospace technology, industrial automation and the 

Internet of Things.

Advances in the new FD-SOI semiconductor technology are 

being driven from Europe and include technological elements 

such as ultra-thin semiconductor layers for which production 

techniques are only now being mastered. FD-SOI is excellent-

ly suited for the new fields of application listed above since 

the power consumption can be lowered by up to 30 percent 

compared with current CMOS technologies, leakage currents 

can be lowered and switching times reduced. The know-how 

for the chip manufacturing will come from GLOBALFOUNDRIES 

in Dresden. Within the project THINGS2DO, the possibilities of 

FD-SOI and the benefits of the system developed in the project 

will be shown in three demonstrators focusing on various areas 

of industry. Among other developments, an onboard communi-

cation module for aviation and a chip assembly for a car driver 

assistance system are being produced with the support of Fraun-

hofer IIS/EAS.
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SEMICON Europa from October 6th to 8th, 2015, in Dresden

SEMICON Europa is the leading trade fair for the semiconductor 

industry in Europe. Fraunhofer IIS/EAS will present here its solutions 

for IC design with a focus on reliability. The new performance cen-

ter for micro- and nano-electronics in Dresden and Chemnitz will 

also be introduced.

www.semiconeuropa.org

»Data Scientist for Smart Buildings« Training from October 

27th to 29th, 2015, in Sankt Augustin

This course supports the participants in optimizing the energy 

management of buildings. Learn more about methods and tools for 

efficient data analysis and building control.

www.eas.iis.fraunhofer.de/de/veranstaltungen/kurse/datas-

cientist-kurs.html (German)

PLC IPC drives from November 24th to 26th, 2015, Nuremberg

At Europe’s leading trade fair for electrical automation, we will be 

presenting our offerings for self-learning condition monitoring as 

well as »dual analysis for wireless automation«, which we develo-

ped for industrial automation processes.

https://www.mesago.de/en/SPS/home.htm
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supplemented with two days of online learning. The course language 

is English.

In addition, interested persons can also take advantage of other web-

based courses offered by Fraunhofer IIS/EAS without leaving their own 

office. They can choose between training courses for various modeling 

and simulation languages such as SystemC/SystemC AMS, Verilog-

AMS and Modelica. As prerequisites, it must be possible to satisfy the 

individual requirements for the course online, and a group size of 8 

people must be reached.
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COURSES AT FRAUNHOFER IIS/EAS: NEW OFFERINGS AND SERVICES

Modern buildings and plants often contain numerous 

sensors that supply a broad range of measurement values. 

However, the methods and tools for exhausting the poten-

tial of this data, such as for intelligent energy management, 

are often lacking. The training course »Data Scientist for 

Smart Buildings« from Fraunhofer IIS/EAS and Fraunhofer 

SCAI addresses precisely this shortcoming. It offers experts 

in energy management the ability to make optimal use of 

existing data for their work. The course consists of in-

person event days as well as online training. It supplements 

other web-based training options offered by EAS as a new 

service.

In the new Fraunhofer course for more effective energy management 

in buildings, participants learn which issues arise in the monitoring 

and analysis of data streams and how to use these for simulation and 

optimization as well as which methods and tools can be applied. On 

the basis of practical examples, they also learn how to visualize data 

and models as well as communicate alternative results and evaluate 

them in a qualified manner.

The course provides insights from the areas of data analysis, system 

modeling and simulation as well as operation and cost optimization. 

Participants should have prior knowledge of mathematics or engi-

neering science and already be familiar with energy management in 

buildings, data processing centers, production systems or the like. The 

first seminar on this topic will be offered from October 27th to 29th 

in Sankt Augustin (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) and will be 
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